De Javasche Bank note issues
Part 4, January 1864 – April 1895, printed by Joh. Enschede en Zn.
By Rob Huisman
In 1863, De Javasche Bank, established in 1828, was the circulation bank of the Netherlands Indies.
One would expect it to be a well-established colonial institution, however the opposite is true. During
my research at - amongst others - the archives of the Joh. Enschede en Zonen printer at
museum Enschedé in Haarlem, the Netherlands, a complete different picture surfaces. Reading
through all the meticulously kept and arranged correspondence between the Javasche Bank and the
printing company in the motherland, one can taste the atmosphere of a modern entrepreneurial start-up
company. The President (CEO) E. Francis of De Javasche Bank (DJB) and his successor Wiggers van
Kerchem, wrote letters to Joh. Enschede en Zn. (then called "Heeren Enschedee te Haarlem") regularly
to order new paper money, comment on the quality and execution of orders, complain about delays of
shipments, and often underline the urgent need for new supplies for their remote territory. Most
striking is that they frequently mention that limiting cost is of utmost importance. The letters are
written in beautiful calligraphy and use polite and politically correct ways to complain, urge, comment
and criticize. Words like "worried", "disappointed", "propose" and "prefer" are used regularly and
often suggestions and proposals are put forward with finishing remarks like: "however we rely on your
expertise in these matters and trust you will make the right decisions".
E. Francis (he signed his letters with M. Francis), the third President of the Javasche Bank, started as a
clerk in 1815 and worked his way up in the government service to eventually become the top civil
servant available to the Commissioner General. From 1848 to 1850 Francis was Inspector of Finance
and in 1851 he was honourably discharged from the government service. Next, Francis was appointed
to President of the Javasche Bank by decree of March 4, 1851. In the early sixties of the 19th century,
De Javasche Bank started preparing a complete new emission of Netherlands Indies paper money. In
cooperation with the Nederlandsche Bank, De Javasche Bank was pointed in the direction of the Dutch
printer "De Heeren Enschedee" (now known as Joh. Enschede en Zn. (Enschede Security)) to have the
new banknotes designed and produced. Francis was personally involved in the process and
communicated with the printer on a regular basis. Unfortunately Francis did not stay in office to see
the result of his endeavours. On his own request Francis was honourably discharged per July 1, 1863
per decree of April 20, 1863. In 1864 Francis published a book "De regerings-beginselen van
Nederlandsch Indië: getoetst aan de behoefte van moederland en kolonie", expressing his
dissatisfaction with the implementation of a new economic system in the Netherlands Indies and
proposing an investigation by an independent committee. In 1869 Francis published a request to the
Dutch parliament about his reputed right for payment of pension being a retired civil servant of the
Netherlands Indies government. Responses to these proposals and requests were not found, leading to
believe that Francis was ignored by the establishment and had to fight for his believes and retirement
pay during his old days.
In a letter from Francis dated 31 January 1863, to the management of the Nederlandsche Bank, the
receipt of the proof notes was confirmed and the proofs were approved. In the same letter Francis
raised several comments that he wanted to address:
- The size of the notes: DJB would prefer the difference in size to be between the notes of 100 and 50
gulden. This would mean that the notes of 1000, 500, 300, 200 and 100 would be large and the notes
of 50, 25 and 10 would be small size. DJB mentioned that if De Nederlandsche Bank (DNB) thinks
that the split needs to be between 25 and 10 gulden, DJB would also agree.
- The characters of the value in the corners of the notes should be bigger.
- The lion on the 10 gulden notes has a surprised, almost frightened expression. DJB would like the
lion to have a more relaxed expression symbolizing strength.
- DJB prefers that the signatures be placed under the words "Secretary" and " President" and requests
these words to be printed under the date as high as possible.
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- DJB prefers that the date be printed at the printer (Joh. Enschede en Zn.) instead of it being applied at
DJB after arrival. In case the printer prints the dates, Francis suggests choosing a date not being a
Christian holiday or a Sunday and approximately 6 months after the expected date of departure of the
paper money.
- DJB states that they calculate 6 months for the duration of the trip and applying the numbers and
signatures for an amount of paper money necessary to exchange the current circulating paper money.
In the early 1870’s DJB requests deliveries to be shipped via the recently opened Suez Canal, reducing
the travel time with over 50%.
The fourth President of De Javasche Bank, C.F.W. Wiggers van Kerchem, took office on July 1st
1863 and continued the process of ordering the new issues of paper money.
During the period January 1864 - April 1895, the serial numbers and signatures on the obverse and the
contra marks on the reverse were printed locally by Javasche Bank in the Netherlands Indies on the
unfinished notes that were shipped from the printer in the Netherlands. The Javasche Bank also
ordered numbering equipment and signature stamps from the printer and some blank signature stamps
in case the signatories would change, enabling them to engrave new signatures in the stamps
locally themselves. Together with the first order of the new 1864 paper money, the Javasche Bank
ordered a mechanic to accompany the numbering machine and take care of taking the machine into
production. Willem Hooij was contracted by Joh. Enschede en Zonen to travel to Batavia in the
Netherlands Indies and install the machine. In a letter from Hooij to Joh. Enschede en Zonen dated
August 12, 1864, he writes about an impatient President of the Javasche Bank who is making
difficulties because Hooij does not get the machine installed within one day. Wiggers van Kerchem
invited an acquainted local printer and together they belittle Hooij.
The security code mentioned in "Security codes of De Javasche Bank notes 1864 - 1931, Rob
Huisman, February 2009" is actually a contra mark that originates to the internal processing of
banknotes at the Javasche Bank. According to "Notes by P.J. Soetens, former conservator DNB (De
Nederlandsche Bank), archive Geldmuseum, Utrecht, the Netherlands" the Javasche Bank possibly
used numbers to identify the separate batches of unfinished paper money that were transported
between various departments, where they were printed with the serial numbers and signatures, and
finally be stored in the cashiers vault for circulation.
The archives of the Museum Enschedé contain many of the original orders, production records,
shipment information and also letters from Batavia in which the Javasche Bank confirms the receipt of
shipments. The author made an overview of all this data and was able to establish the exact number of
issued notes for each date of issue. The number of issued notes mentioned in the below overview
should be considered as a minimum. There is solid proof that these numbers were actually issued.
Although there is a possibility that more notes were issued, the chance - while none of the different
detailed records mentions them - is very small.
The catalogues of Java Auction (7), KUKI (15) and Mevius (16) mention Van Duyn as signatory, however
no person with this name was part of the board of DJB during that period. It seems that the signature
of H.P.J. van den Berg (Secretary from 19/10/1893 – 17/01/1899) has been mistaken as it looks like
Van Duyn. H.P.J. van den Berg, brother of the past President of the Javasche Bank N.P. van den Berg,
was appointed as President Groeneveld's successor on January 17, 1899, but died on February 9, 1899
in Nice, before actually starting his new position.
The following is an overview of the different banknotes and their varieties that were printed at Johan
Enschede en Zonen in Haarlem, the Netherlands to be issued by De Javasche Bank in Batavia,
Netherlands Indies. Although there are rumours about other dates of issue and signature combinations,
below overview only lists those banknotes and varieties of which the author has sufficient proof that
they really exist.
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CATALOGUE

5 Gulden
RH160 - 1 October 1866
Number of issued notes: 100.000
Watermark: "Javasche Bank" and two times the number "5" on right and left side
Penal law text on reverse in 4 languages with dates 1817, 1822 and 1859
a. not issued, serial number: 1 character, 4 numbers (e.g., R xxxx), signatures: Wiggers van Kerchem
(President), Diepenheim (Secretary), no contra mark on reverse
b. issued, serial number: 2 characters, 4 numbers (e.g., IB xxxx), signatures: Wiggers van Kerchem
(President), Diepenheim (Secretary), contra mark in lower right corner on reverse
c. issued, like b, but cancelled with stamps "VERNIETIGD" (destroyed) on obverse
d. unfinished (no serial number, signatures and contra mark)
e. unfinished, like d, but with specimen perforation
f. proof (no serial number, signatures and contra mark), on various paper types and sometimes only
printed on obverse

RH160a - collection Museum Enschedé (BB2053 27/3)
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RH160c - Gedenkboek van de Javasche Bank

RH160d - collection Museum Enschedé (BB2057 27/7)
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RH161 - 5 April 1895
Number of issued notes: unknown
Watermark: "Javasche Bank" and two times the number "5" on right and left side
Penal law text in 4 languages on reverse updated with dates 1866, 1870 and 1872
a. issued, serial number: 2 characters, 5 numbers (first number always 0); e.g., IV 0xxxx or KY 0xxxx,
signatures: Groenenveld (President), H.P.J. van den Berg (Secretary), contra mark in lower right
corner on reverse
b. issued, like a, but cancelled with stamps "VERNIETIGD" (destroyed) on obverse
c. issued, like a, but cancelled with perforation "NIETIG BT"
d. unfinished (no serial number, signatures and contra mark)
e. unfinished, like d, but with specimen overprint
f. proof (no serial number, signatures and contra mark), on various paper types and sometimes only
printed on obverse

RH161a - from a private collection
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RH161d - collection Museum Enschedé (BB2063 27/13)
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10 Gulden
RH163 - 1 February 1864
Number of issued notes: 350.000
Watermark: "JAV. BANK" and two times the number "10" on right and left side
Penal law text in 4 languages on reverse with dates 1817, 1822 and 1859
a. issued, serial number: 2 characters, 4 numbers, signatures: Wiggers van Kerchem (President),
Hoeven (Secretary), "Uitgevoerd bij JOH. ENSCHEDE EN ZONEN, te Haarlem." printed under the
right bottom penal text on the reverse, contra mark on reverse
b. unfinished (no serial number, signatures and contra mark)
c. unfinished, like b, but with specimen perforation
d. proof (no serial number, signatures and contra mark)

RH163d - collection Museum Enschedé (BB2083 27/33)
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RH164 - 1 February 1872
Number of issued notes: 150.000
Watermark: "JAV. BANK" and two times the number "10" on right and left side
Penal law text in 4 languages on reverse with dates 1817, 1822 and 1859
a. issued, serial number: 2 characters, 4 numbers, signatures: Alting Mees (President), Versteegh
(Secretary), "Uitgevoerd bij JOH. ENSCHEDE EN ZONEN, te Haarlem." printed under the right
bottom penal text on the reverse, contra mark on reverse
RH165 - 1 February 1877
Number of issued notes: 230.000
Watermark: "JAV. BANK" and two times the number "10" on right and left side
Penal law text in 4 languages on reverse updated with dates 1866, 1870 and 1872
a. issued, serial number: 2 characters, 5 numbers (first number always 0), e.g., PC 0xxxx,
signatures: N.P. van den Berg (President), Buijskes (Secretary), contra mark in lower centre on reverse
b. issued. like a, but cancelled with perforation "NIETIG BT"
RH166 - 1 February 1879
Number of issued notes: 709.375
Watermark: "JAV. BANK" and two times the number "10" on right and left side
Penal law text in 4 languages on reverse with dates 1866, 1870 and 1872
a. issued, serial number: 2 characters, 5 numbers (first number always 0), e.g., TX 0xxxx, signatures:
N.P. van den Berg (President), Groeneveld (Secretary), contra mark in lower centre on reverse
RH167 - 1 February 1890
Number of issued notes: 406.620
Watermark: "JAV. BANK" and two times the number "10" on right and left side
Penal law text in 4 languages on reverse with dates 1866, 1870 and 1872
a. issued, serial number: 2 characters, 5 numbers (first number always 0), e.g., XK 0xxxx, XL 0xxxx
or XM 0xxxx, signatures: Zeverijn (President), Groeneveld (Secretary), contra mark in lower centre on
reverse
b. issued, like a. but cancelled by perforation "NIETIG BT"
c. issued, like a. but with overprint "SPECIMEN" diagonally on obverse and reverse
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25 Gulden
RH168 - 1 Augustus 1864
Number of issued notes: 120.000
Watermark: "JAV. BANK" and two times the number "25" on right and left side
Penal law text in 4 languages on reverse with dates 1817, 1822 and 1859
a. issued, serial number: 2 characters, 4 numbers (first number always 0), signatures: Wiggers van
Kerchem (President), Hoeven (Secretary), contra mark in lower centre on reverse
b. unfinished (no serial number, signatures and contra mark)
c. unfinished, like b, but with specimen perforation
d. proof (no serial number, signatures and contra mark), printed on obverse and reverse
e. proof, like d, but only printed on obverse
f. proof, like e, with watermark error "JAV. BANK" at lower centre and two times the number "200"
at left and right

RH168d - collection Museum Enschedé (BB2089 27/39)
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RH169 - 1 Augustus 1872
Number of issued notes: 33.000
Watermark: "JAV. BANK" and two times the number "25" on right and left side
Penal law text in 4 languages on reverse with dates 1817, 1822 and 1859
a. issued, serial number: 2 characters, 4 numbers (first number always 0), signatures: Mees
(President), Versteegh (Secretary), contra mark in lower centre on reverse
RH170 - 1 March 1876
Number of issued notes: 24.000
Watermark: "JAV. BANK" and two times the number "25" on right and left side
Penal law text in 4 languages on reverse updated with dates 1866, 1870 and 1872
a. issued, signatures: N.P. van den Berg (President), Versteegh (Secretary), contra mark in lower
centre on reverse
RH171 - 1 March 1877
Number of issued notes: 70.000
Watermark: "JAV. BANK" and two times the number "25" on right and left side
Penal law text in 4 languages on reverse with dates 1866, 1870 and 1872
a. issued, signatures: N.P. van den Berg (President), Buijskes (Secretary), contra mark in lower centre
on reverse
RH172 - 1 March 1879
Number of issued notes: 263.963
Watermark: "JAV. BANK" and two times the number "25" on right and left side
Penal law text in 4 languages on reverse with dates 1866, 1870 and 1872
a. issued, signatures: N.P. van den Berg (President), Groeneveld (Secretary), contra mark in lower
centre on reverse
b. issued, like a, but with new watermark
RH173 - 1 March 1890
Number of issued notes: 150.000
Watermark: "JAV. BANK" and two times the number "25" on right and left side
Penal law text in 4 languages on reverse with dates 1866, 1870 and 1872
a. issued, signatures: Zeverijn (President), Groeneveld (Secretary), contra mark in lower centre on
reverse
b. proof (no serial number, signatures and contra mark), only printed on obverse

RH173b - collection Museum Enschedé (BB2091 27/41)
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50 Gulden
RH174 - 1 September 1864
Withdrawn early 1872 due to circulating forgeries
Number of issued notes: 40.000
Watermark: "JAV. BANK" and two times the number "50" on right and left side
Penal law text in 4 languages on reverse with dates 1817, 1822 and 1859
a. issued, serial number: 2 characters and 4 numbers, e.g., CB xxxx, signatures: Wiggers van Kerchem
(President), Hoeven (Secretary), contra mark on reverse
b. issued, like a. but cancelled with stamps "VERNIETIGD" (destroyed) on obverse
c. unfinished (no serial number, signatures and contra mark), with specimen perforation
d. proof (no serial number, signatures and contra mark), printed on obverse and reverse
e. proof, like d, but printed on obverse only
f. forgery, contemporary falsifications discovered in a Chinese gambling house in 1871

RH174b - Gedenkboek van de Javasche Bank
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RH174d - collection Museum Enschedé (BB2099 27/49)
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RH174e - from a private collection

H174f - Forgery, Serial number CB 7305, contra mark 84 on reverse, collection Museum Enschedé (BB2100 27/50)

RH175 - 15 October 1873
Number of issued notes: 43.319
Penal law text in 4 languages on reverse with dates 1817, 1822 and 1859
a. issued, signatures: N.P. van den Berg (President), Versteegh (Secretary), contra mark in lower
centre on reverse
b. proof (no serial number, signatures and contra mark), only printed on obverse
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RH175b - collection Museum Enschedé (BB2153 28/26)

RH176 - 15 February 1876
Number of issued notes: 56.000
Penal law text in 4 languages on reverse with dates 1866, 1870 and 1872
a. issued, serial number: 2 characters and 5 numbers (first number always 0), e.g., SD 0xxxx,
signatures: N.P. van den Berg (President), Versteegh (Secretary), contra mark on reverse
b. issued, like a. but cancelled with stamps "VERNIETIGD" (destroyed) on obverse

RH176b - Gedenkboek van de Javasche Bank
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RH177 - 15 February 1879
Number of issued notes: 65.192
Penal law text in 4 languages on reverse with dates 1866, 1870 and 1872
a. issued, serial number: 2 characters and 5 numbers (first number always 0), e.g., SG 0xxxx,
signatures: N.P. van den Berg (President), Groeneveld (Secretary), contra mark in lower centre on
reverse
b. issued, like a, but cancelled with stamps "VERNIETIGD" (destroyed) on obverse
c. proof (no serial number, signatures and contra mark), on watermark paper, only printed on obverse

RH177c - collection Museum Enschedé (BB2160 28/33)

RH178 - 15 February 1890
Number of issued notes: 31.382
Penal law text in 4 languages on reverse with dates 1866, 1870 and 1872
a. issued, serial number: 2 characters and 5 numbers (first number always 0), e.g., SG 0xxxx,
signatures: N.P. van den Berg (President), Groeneveld (Secretary), contra mark on reverse
b. proof (no serial number, signatures and administration code), on paper with watermark, only printed
on obverse
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100 Gulden
RH179 - 1 March 1864
Number of issued notes: 60.000
Watermark: "JAV. BANK" and two times the number "100" on right and left side
Penal law text in 4 languages on reverse with dates 1817, 1822 and 1859
a. issued, serial number: 2 characters and 4 numbers, signatures: Wiggers van Kerchem (President),
Hoeven (Secretary), contra mark on reverse
b. unfinished (no serial number, signatures and administration code), with specimen perforation
c. proof (no serial number, signatures and contra mark), printed on obverse and reverse
d. proof, like c, but without legal texts on reverse

RH179d - from a private collection
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RH179c - collection Museum Enschedé (BB2112 27/62)

RH180 - 1 March 1872
Number of issued notes: 10.000
Watermark: "JAV. BANK" and two times the number "100" on right and left side
Penal law text in 4 languages on reverse with dates 1817, 1822 and 1859
a. issued, signatures: Alting Mees (President), Versteegh (Secretary), contra mark on reverse
RH181 - 1 March 1874
Number of issued notes: 4.000
Watermark: "JAV. BANK" and two times the number "100" on right and left side
Penal law text in 4 languages on reverse with dates 1817, 1822 and 1859
a. issued, signatures: N.P. van den Berg (President), Versteegh (Secretary), contra mark on reverse
RH182 - 1 February 1876
Number of issued notes: 9.000
Watermark: "JAV. BANK" and two times the number "100" on right and left side
Penal law text in 4 languages on reverse with dates 1866, 1870 and 1872
a. issued, signatures: N.P. van den Berg (President), Versteegh (Secretary), contra mark on reverse
RH183 - 1 February 1877
Number of issued notes: 30.000
Watermark: "JAV. BANK" and two times the number "100" on right and left side
Penal law text in 4 languages on reverse with dates 1866, 1870 and 1872
a. issued, signatures: N.P. van den Berg (President), Buijskes (Secretary), contra mark on reverse
RH184 - 1 July 1877
Number of issued notes: 30.000
Watermark: "JAV. BANK" and two times the number "100" on right and left side
Penal law text in 4 languages on reverse with dates 1866, 1870 and 1872
a. issued, signatures: N.P. van den Berg (President), Buijskes (Secretary), contra mark on reverse
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RH185 - 15 January1879
Number of issued notes: 81.240 (of which 11.866 with new watermark and new numbers)
Watermark: "JAV. BANK" and two times the number "100" on right and left side
Penal law text in 4 languages on reverse with dates 1866, 1870 and 1872
a. issued, signatures: N.P. van den Berg (President), Groeneveld (Secretary), contra mark on reverse
b. issued, like a, but with new watermark and new numbers, shipped by Johan Enschede en Zonen on
6 May 1886
c. proof (no serial number, signatures and contra mark), printed on obverse only

RH185c - collection Museum Enschedé (BB2105 27/55)

RH186 - 15 January 1890
Number of issued notes: 50.000
Watermark: "JAV. BANK" and two times the number "100" on right and left side
Penal law text in 4 languages on reverse with dates 1866, 1870 and 1872
a. issued, signatures: Zeverijn (President), Groeneveld (Secretary), contra mark on reverse
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200 Gulden
RH187 - 1 January 1864
Number of issued notes: 16.010
Watermark: "JAV. BANK" and two times the number "200" on right and left side
Penal law text in 4 languages on reverse with dates 1817, 1822 and 1859
a. issued, signatures: Wiggers van Kerchem (President), Hoeven (Secretary), contra mark on reverse
b. unfinished (no serial number, signatures and contra mark), with specimen perforation
c. proof (no serial number, signatures and contra mark), printed on obverse and reverse

RH187c - collection Museum Enschedé (BB2127 27/77)
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RH188 - 1 January 1872
Number of issued notes: 2.000
Penal law text in 4 languages on reverse with dates 1817, 1822 and 1859
Watermark: "JAV. BANK" and two times the number "200" on right and left side
a. issued, signatures: Alting Mees (President), Versteegh (Secretary), contra mark on reverse
RH189 - 1 January 1874
Number of issued notes: 4.000
Penal law text in 4 languages on reverse with dates 1817, 1822 and 1859
Watermark: "JAV. BANK" and two times the number "200" on right and left side
a. issued, signatures: N.P. van den Berg (President), Versteegh (Secretary), contra mark on reverse
RH190 - 15 January 1876
Number of issued notes: 6.000
Penal law text in 4 languages on reverse with dates 1866, 1870 and 1872
Watermark: "JAV. BANK" and two times the number "200" on right and left side
a. issued, signatures: N.P. van den Berg (President), Versteegh (Secretary), contra mark on reverse
RH191 - 15 January 1879
Number of issued notes: 23.367 (of which 3.367 with new watermark)
Penal law text in 4 languages on reverse with dates 1866, 1870 and 1872
Watermark: "JAV. BANK" and two times the number "200" on right and left side
a. issued, signatures: N.P. van den Berg (President), Groeneveld (Secretary), contra mark on reverse
b. issued, like a, but with new watermark, shipment received at De Javasche Bank on 25 January 1885
c. proof (no serial number, signatures and contra mark), printed on obverse only

RH191c - collection Museum Enschedé (BB2124 27/74)

RH192 - 15 January 1890
Number of issued notes: 25.000
Penal law text in 4 languages on reverse with dates 1866, 1870 and 1872
Watermark: "JAV. BANK" and two times the number "200" on right and left side
a. issued, signatures: Zeverijn (President), Groeneveld (Secretary), contra mark on reverse
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300 Gulden
RH193 - 2 May 1864
Number of issued notes: 6.000
Penal law text in 4 languages on reverse with dates 1817, 1822 and 1859
Watermark: "JAV. BANK" and two times the number "300" on right and left side
a. issued, signatures: Wiggers van Kerchem (President), Hoeven (Secretary), contra mark on reverse
b. unfinished (no serial number, signatures and administration code), with specimen perforation
c. proof (no serial number, signatures and contra mark), printed on obverse and reverse

RH193c - collection Museum Enschedé (BB2134 28/7)
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RH194 - 2 May 1872
Number of issued notes: 1.000
Penal law text in 4 languages on reverse with dates 1817, 1822 and 1859
Watermark: "JAV. BANK" and two times the number "300" on right and left side
a. issued, signatures: Alting Mees (President), Versteegh (Secretary), contra mark on reverse
RH195 - 2 May 1873
Number of issued notes: 2.000
Penal law text in 4 languages on reverse with dates 1817, 1822 and 1859
Watermark: "JAV. BANK" and two times the number "300" on right and left side
a. issued, signatures: N.P. van den Berg (President), Versteegh (Secretary), contra mark on reverse
RH196 - 2 May 1874
Number of issued notes: 6.148
Penal law text in 4 languages on reverse with dates 1817, 1822 and 1859
Watermark: "JAV. BANK" and two times the number "300" on right and left side
a. issued, signatures: N.P. van den Berg (President), Versteegh (Secretary), contra mark on reverse
b. proof, (no serial number, signatures and contra mark), printed on obverse only

RH196b - collection Museum Enschedé (BB2132 28/5)
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500 Gulden
RH197 - 1 June 1864
Number of issued notes: 15.000
Penal law text in 4 languages on reverse with dates 1817, 1822 and 1859
Watermark: "JAV. BANK" and two times the number "500" on right and left side
a. issued, signatures: Wiggers van Kerchem (President), Hoeven (Secretary), contra mark on reverse
b. unfinished (no serial number, signatures and contra mark), with specimen perforation
c. proof (no serial number, signatures and contra mark), printed on obverse and reverse

RH197c - collection Museum Enschedé (BB2140 28/13)
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RH198 - 1 June 1872
Number of issued notes: 2.000
Penal law text in 4 languages on reverse with dates 1817, 1822 and 1859
Watermark: "JAV. BANK" and two times the number "500" on right and left side
a. issued, signatures: Alting Mees (President), Versteegh (Secretary), contra mark on reverse
RH199 - 1 June 1873
Number of issued notes: 4.000
Penal law text in 4 languages on reverse with dates 1817, 1822 and 1859
Watermark: "JAV. BANK" and two times the number "500" on right and left side
a. issued, signatures: N.P. van den Berg (President), Versteegh (Secretary), contra mark on reverse
b. proof (no serial number, signatures and contra mark), only printed on obverse

RH199b - collection Museum Enschedé (BB2141 28/14)

RH200 - 1884
Unknown which date is printed on the note
Number of shipped notes: 10.640
Shipped by Johan Enschede en Zonen on 13 October 1884
RH201 - 1889
Unknown which date is printed on the note
Number of shipped notes: 3.000
Shipped by Johan Enschede en Zonen on 21 November 1889
RH202 - 1890
Unknown which date is printed on the note
Number of shipped notes: 8.560
Shipped by Johan Enschede en Zonen on 30 January 1890
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1000 Gulden
RH203 - 1 July 1864
Number of issued notes: 14.998
Penal law text in 4 languages on reverse with dates 1817, 1822 and 1859
Watermark: "JAV. BANK" and two times the number "1000" on right and left side
a. issued, serial number: 2 characters and 4 numbers, signatures: Wiggers van Kerchem (President),
Hoeven (Secretary), contra mark on reverse
b. unused (no serial number, signatures and contra mark) with specimen perforation
c. proof (no serial number, signatures and contra mark), printed on obverse and reverse

RH203c - collection Museum Enschedé (BB2148 28/21)

RH204 - 1 July 1872
Number of issued notes: 4.000
Penal law text in 4 languages on reverse with dates 1817, 1822 and 1859
Watermark: "JAV. BANK" and two times the number "1000" on right and left side
a. issued, serial number: 2 characters and 4 numbers, signatures: Alting Mees (President), Versteegh
(Secretary), contra mark on reverse
RH205 - 1 July 1873
Number of issued notes: 14.000
Penal law text in 4 languages on reverse with dates 1817, 1822 and 1859
Watermark: "JAV. BANK" and two times the number "1000" on right and left side
a. issued, serial number: 2 characters and 4 numbers; e.g., HC xxxx, Signatures: N.P. van den Berg
(President), Versteegh (Secretary), contra mark on reverse
b. issued, like a, but cancelled by stamps "VERNIETIGD" on obverse
c. proof (no serial number, signatures and contra mark), printed on obverse only
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RH205b - Gedenkboek van de Javasche Bank

RH205c - collection Museum Enschedé (BB2146 28/19)

RH206 - 1 July 1888
Number of issued notes: 10.423
Penal law text in 4 languages on reverse with dates 1866, 1870 and 1872
Watermark: "JAV. BANK" and two times the number "1000" on right and left side
a. issued, signatures: N.P. van den Berg (President), Groeneveld (Secretary), contra mark on reverse
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RH207 - 1 July 1890
Number of issued notes: 11.260
Penal law text in 4 languages on reverse with dates 1866, 1870 and 1872
Watermark: "JAV. BANK" and two times the number "1000" on right and left side
a. issued, signatures: Zeverijn (President), Groeneveld (Secretary), contra mark on reverse
b. proof (no serial number, signatures and contra mark), printed on obverse only

RH207b - collection Museum Enschedé (BB2150 28/23)

+++
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